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摘要 

本篇論文在研究禪坐對於心血管系統，以及對於中樞神經系統的影響。在評

估心血管系統的效應中，我們使用了血液壓力波的四種參數來量化禪坐對於血管

系統的效果，這四種參數包括了 T波的上昇斜率，以及 T波、V3 波谷以及 D波

的正規化的高度。我們的實驗結果顯示，禪坐會加強心臟的搏出能力，得到較佳

的動脈順應性，降低血管的阻塞，並強化動脈彈性以及主動脈瓣膜的功能。這些

觀察結果可推論出禪坐的確可以促進心血管系統的相關特性。 

禪坐者在禪坐過程中，常會體驗到有內在光芒的出現，為了研究此一普遍現

象，我們設計了閃光視覺誘發電位實驗。在禪坐(放鬆)的前中後，我們對實驗組

(控制組)受測者施以閃光刺激並蒐集視覺誘發電位。我們的實驗結果顯示在禪坐

的過程中，後腦(Oz)位置上較晚的視覺誘發電位成分 N3-P3 以及 P3-N4，其振幅

會較禪坐前降低，但是對於控制組(放鬆)而言，這些成分的振幅卻是增大的。此

外，這些成分在中腦與前腦的振幅，在禪坐過程中是增加的，在休息中則是減少

的。而某些成分的潛時(latency)在休息中是延長的，而禪坐中則是沒有太大的

變化(P2 則有變化)。根據我們的發現，禪坐過程對於視覺神經系統以及大腦皮
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質層的特定效應，和單純閉眼休息造成的效果是不一樣的。 

在第四章中，我們探討了禪坐腦電波對於 alpha 波的空間聚集效果，並有了

初步的結果。我們分別對於實驗組(禪坐)與控制組(閉眼放鬆)錄製腦電波，並使

用小波分析方法對多頻道腦電波進行萃取 alpha 波的工作。我們再對正規化的

alpha 能量向量使用模糊分類演算法進行分類，以探討不同的空間分佈特性。分

類過程中，我們對各群中心的模糊關係值向量進行相似度比對，以找出最佳的分

類數。我們的結果顯示，前腦 alpha 活動發生的機率與禪坐的階段有關。從結果

中可證實，禪坐過程中會產生三種空間-時間變化的分佈類型，而這是由於禪坐

過程中的三個階段所產生的。此外，這兩組的後腦 alpha 活動也有不同的趨勢，

控制組在禪坐過程中，後腦 alpha 的能量隨著時間呈現遞減的現象，但是實驗組

則的後腦 alpha 一直呈現低於平常準位的現象。這些研究結果顯示，禪坐的過程

大致上會分成三個階段，而各個階段對於 alpha 調變的機制有所差異。 

在第三與第四章中，我們觀察到禪坐過程中，前額 alpha 有增加的趨勢，且

視覺誘發電位與閉眼休息的情形下，也有不一樣的變化；因此我們設計了一種新

的實驗，使受測者在相同的背景腦電波的條件－前額出現由 alpha 波主導的情況

下，我們才對受測者施予閃光刺激。我們觀察了實驗組(禪坐者)與控制組(一般

未練習禪坐者)兩者之間視覺誘發電位的差異，結果顯示，在禪坐中時，Cz 及

Fz 的位置上 P1-N2 and N2-P2 成分的振幅明顯增大，而控制組在休息時這些成

份則會降低。因此，我們推測禪坐對於主要視覺皮質層及相關區域會有特定作用。 
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Abstract 

This dissertation reports the effects of Zen meditation on cardiovascular system 

and CNS electrophysiological behaviors. In the aspect of cardiovascular study, we 

evaluated the effects of meditation on cardiovascular system based on four parameters 

derived from blood pressure wave (BPW) that included the rising slope, normalized 

height of T wave, normalized height of  valley, and normalized height of D wave. 

The results showed that Zen meditation could lead to better heart ejection ability and 

aorta compliance, better arterial elasticity and aortic valve function, as well as the 

decreasing peripheral resistance of blood vessels. The observation allows us to infer 

that Zen meditation effectively improves functional characteristics of the 

cardiovascular system. 

3V

To investigate the common experience of meditation practitioners - perception of 

inner light during meditation, we designed the flash visual evoked potentials (F-VEPs) 

experiments. Flash stimuli were applied before, during and after meditation- / 

relaxation-session in experimental / control subjects. Our results show that amplitudes 

of late latency components N3-P3 and P3-N4 at Oz decrease during meditation in the 
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experimental group, whereas they increase in the control group. Both Cz and Fz 

amplitudes increase during meditation, yet decrease during relaxation for the control 

group. The latencies of some components increase under relaxation in control group, 

yet little variation (except P2) is observed in the meditators. According to our findings, 

Zen meditation induces particular effects on the visual nervous system and cortex that 

are distinguishable from those observed for normal relaxation.  

In chapter 4, we report our preliminary results of investigating the spatial 

focalization of Zen-meditation EEG (electroencephalograph) in alpha band (8-13 Hz). 

For comparison, the study involved two groups of subjects, practitioners 

(experimental group) and non-practitioners (control group). Wavelet analysis was 

applied to multi-channel EEG signals to extract the alpha rhythm. Normalized 

alpha-power vectors were classified by Fuzzy C-means based algorithm to explore 

various brain spatial characteristics. Number of clusters was determined by 

correlation coefficients of the membership-value vectors of each cluster center. Our 

results show that, in the experimental group, the incidence of frontal alpha activity 

varies in accordance with the meditation stage. And the results demonstrated three 

different spatiotemporal modules consisting with three distinctive meditation stages 

normally recognized by meditation practitioners. The parietal alpha activity in two 

groups decreased in different ways. Particularly, monotonic decline was observed in 

the control group. The phenomenon might imply various mechanisms employed by 

meditation and relaxation in modulating parietal alpha. 

In the research of visual perception under meditation based on alpha-dependent 

F-VEPs, we designed a strategy to record the F-VEPs under the consistent condition 

of background EEG – the emergence of dominant frontal alpha activity. According 

our preliminary results, the frontal alpha rhythms were more active during meditation. 

This event was thus used as the reference of meditation stage to trigger the flash 

stimuli. Based on the experimental protocol proposed, considerable differences 

between experimental and control groups were observed. In sum, amplitudes of 

P1-N2 and N2-P2 on Cz and Fz increased significantly during meditation, contrary to 
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the F-VEPs of control group at rest. We thus suggest that Zen meditation results in 

acute response on primary visual cortex and the associated parts. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
Due to the therapeutic effectiveness, the new area CAM (complementary and 

alternative medicine) has drawn the attention of researchers and medical 

professionals in the past decades. Researches in biomedical engineering and life 

sciences should lay more stress on promoting the human health, in both the 

physiological and mental aspects. As a matter of fact, scientists of the West have been 

reporting substantial findings of the effectiveness of meditation practice in CAM not 

only on improving the physiological and mental health but on treating a number of 

diseases. Accordingly, our research laboratory (Biomedical Signal Research Lab) has 

been devoted to the study of Zen-Buddhist meditation since 1998. We investigate, 

from the viewpoint of biomedical engineering, phenomena of the human life system 

under the orthodox Zen meditation practice. We study the time-varying characteristics 

and dynamic mechanism during meditation course in order to further establish the 

correlation among different electrophysiological signals and parameters. 

Meditation, classified as the category of mind-body intervention in 

complementary and alternative medicine (CAM), has been widely practiced on a daily 

basis for maintaining good health. To know more about its benefit to our body, a lot of 
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researches have been devoted to the study of meditation process and phenomena, 

mostly in the physiological and psychological aspects. Among various meditation 

techniques, we focus on Zen meditation that has been becoming popular during the 

past decades. 

Since 1998, we have been investigating the Zen-meditation 

electroencephalography (EEG) and other physiological parameters in multi-faceted 

views, and abundant data and results have been accumulated and reported. This 

dissertation is mainly devoted to the study of Zen-meditation effects on 

cardiovascular system and brain electrophysiological behaviors based on the 

observation of blood pressure wave (BPW), EEG and flash evoked potentials 

(F-VEP). 
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1.1 Background 

Scientific exploration has corroborated the effectiveness of meditation practice on 

the health promotion which includes regulation of the hormone-level and blood 

pressure, moderation of stress and anxiety, reduction of chronic pain, etc (Dillbeck 

and Orme-Johnson, 1987; Jones, 2001; Walton et al., 1995; Barnes et al., 2001; 

Lindberg, 2005; Shetty, 2005). According to the experienced practitioners, meditation 

facilitates a greater sense of calmness, empathy, and compassion. As Western medical 

practitioners begin to understand the role of mind in health and disease, there has been 

more interest in both employing meditation in medicine and exploring brain 

dynamical phenomena during meditation. Electroencephalogram (EEG) thus becomes 

an important tool to monitor the meditation process (Niedermeyer and Lopez da Silva, 

1999). 

A thorough review of researches on meditation EEG can be found in (Cahn  and 

Polich, 2006). Although much research has been devoted to investigating the 

physiological effects of meditation, many phenomena still have not yet been 

completely understood by people in CAM or in mainstream West medicine. 

According to our long-term interactions with the experienced practitioners for several 

years, the Zen meditation process involves experience of transcending various 

physiological, mental, and conscious states as follows. A meditation practitioner 
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would first attenuate their physical and mental sensors via particular mind-focusing 

technique, leave off the message transmission from outside world, and keep 

subconsciousness tranquil during meditation. Moreover, meditation practitioners often 

experience unusual perceptions, for example, loss or distortion of space and time 

perceptions, sensation of aureola-surroundings, etc. Especially, in the deeper 

meditation state, many meditation practitioners have experienced the perception of 

inner light (Lo et al., 2003). However, quite few studies were focused on this unique 

phenomenon reported by meditation practitioners. Accordingly, we aimed to 

investigate meditation effects on the visual neuronal pathway by quantifying the flash 

visual evoked potentials (F-VEPs). Furthermore, we investigated the relation between 

F-VEPs and frontal alpha waves often observed during meditation. 

In addition, most studies about meditation effects on cardiovascular system 

emphasize the variation of blood-pressure range or electrocardiogram (ECG) signal, 

but few on the BPW (blood pressure wave) characteristics. Having been widely 

adopted in traditional Chinese medicine, BPW provides a more pronounced medium 

for characterizing Zen-meditation phenomena based on the concept of Qi-energy. This 

dissertation also presents a quantitative approach for investigating the variation of 

BPW patterns between the pre-meditation and post-meditation sessions. 
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1.2 Aim of this work 

The main aim of this dissertation is to investigate the effects of Zen meditation on 

the cardiovascular system and brain electrophysiological behaviors. To attain this aim, 

we designed and carried out four experiments, for each presumed meditation 

phenomenon, to probe and further validate the results. 

A number of literatures have reported the meditation effects on cardiovascular 

system. In particular, better control of blood pressure and modulation of heart rate 

variation (HRV) have drawn considerable attention of researchers (Barnes et al., 

2004). They demonstrated that meditation might lower the blood pressure and 

therefore benefit people suffering from hypertension. To the best of our knowledge, 

the mechanisms digging into cardiovascular system behaviors have not been 

discussed.  

In recent years, blood pressure wave, reflecting the meridian energy in TCB 

(traditional Chinese medicine) for thousand years, has been also employed in clinical 

diagnosis in conventional West medicine. The parameters of BPW have been used to 

investigate the characteristics of blood vessels of cardiac patients and normal subjects 

(Fey, 2003). Our previous study on HRV under Zen meditation revealed an apparent 

benefit to ANS (autonomous nervous system) and, hypothetically, to the 

cardiovascular system as well. We thus developed the strategy to study the effects of 
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meditation on cardiovascular system based on BPW analysis. 

During the past decades, numerous researches about meditation EEG have been 

reported (Cahn  and Polich, 2006). A few of them dealt with the characteristics of 

evoked potentials affected by meditation. Evoked potentials are the responses of 

central nervous system (CNS) to the external stimuli, including sounds (brainstem 

auditory evoked potentials, BAEP), light or pattern variations (visual evoked 

potentials, VEP), or electrical stimulation of peripheral nerves (somatosensory evoked 

potentials, SSEP). Each unique evoked potential characterizes the neuronal pathway 

corresponding to the control of particular sensory organ.  According to the narration 

of Zen-meditation practitioners in our experiments, inner-light perception (Lo et al., 

2003) is one of the common experiences in this group of subjects. This prompted us to 

study the meditation effects on visual neural pathway based on quantitative analysis 

of visual evoked potentials. 

According to the researches of meditation EEG, variation of frontal alpha has been 

identified to be an exclusive brain electrophysiological phenomenon during or after 

the meditation course. In our study, the meditation session lasted 30 minutes or more. 

Note that EEG is non-stationary at the level of second. We developed a scheme, based 

on wavelet theory and fuzzy c-means, to investigate the spatial-temporal distribution 

of alpha power. 
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From the F-VEPs and spatiotemporal alpha studies described above, we noticed 

the issue of F-VEP variations due to background EEG. To make the experiment more 

conscientious, we proposed a hypothesis that F-VEP should be conducted under the 

same background EEG. As a consequence, a real-time alpha detection scheme was 

required. In this study, we collected F-VEPs upon the event that alpha wave presented 

on the frontocentral site (Fz).  
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1.3 Organization of the dissertation 

This dissertation is composed of six chapters. In chapter 1, we introduce the 

background and the aim of our research. In addition, motivation and background of 

designing four studies are described. Chapter 2 reports the results and our findings of 

BPW research. The beginning of this chapter is devoted to the BPW mechanism, the 

experimental setup, and the signal processing method. The results and statistical 

analysis are presented at the end of the chapter. 

Chapter 3 is focused on the F-VEP study. The first part includes the review of 

researches related to our work and the motivation of conducting this study. Illustration 

of experimental procedure follows. Finally the inter-session and inter-group 

comparisons are conducted. 

In chapter 4, we proposed a method to monitor the spatio-temporal distribution of 

alpha waves using wavelet and fuzzy c-means. Finally, inter-group difference is 

justified by statistical analysis. 

Chapter 5 describes the scheme for real-time alpha-rhythm detection employed in 

the F-VEP study. This study was attempted to explore the meditation effects on visual 

perception.  

The last chapter summarizes the findings of four studies, that is, BPW, F-VEPs, 

spatiotemporal alpha, and alpha-dependent F-VEPs. This chapter concludes with our 
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anticipation of future work. 
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Chapter 2  

Variation analysis of 

sphygmogram to assess the 

cardiovascular system under 

Zen meditation 

 
In this chapter, we studied how meditation affects the characteristics of 

cardiovascular system, mainly based on the blood pressure waveform (BPW). Four 

parameters derived from the BPW include the rising slope (
1

1

t
h ), normalized height of 

T wave (
1

3

h
h ), normalized height of  valley (3V

1

4

h
h ), and normalized height of D wave 

(
1

5

h
h ), where t1 and hi, i = 1, …, 5 are quantitative features of the BPW waveform 

pattern. 

 

2.1 Background and motivation 

The blood pressure waveform (BPW) of the systemic arterial tree is an important 

determinative of cardiovascular system performance. This signal originates in the 
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systole and diastole of the heart and conveys such information as the blood ejection 

ability of the heart, the elasticity of the artery wall, the peripheral resistance, etc. 

(Milnor, 1989). In examinations of the clinical value of BPW, Han explored (Han, 

2000) possible biophysical and pathological mechanisms of BPW from the viewpoint 

of hemodynamics. Research showed that BPW analysis is a highly reproducible 

method and easy to apply to clinical studies. This measure provides important 

information about arterial stiffness and cardio-vascular interactions (Wilkinson, 1998; 

O'Rourke1, 2001). Abnormality in the blood pressure waveform is linked to various 

physiological or pathological states such as aging and hypertension (Cohn et al., 1995; 

Mcveigh et al., 1999). Actually, the blood pressure waveform of radial artery detected 

at the wrist is the sphygmographical signal used in Traditional Chinese Medicine 

(TCM) (Tan, 2004). According to theory of the sphygmographical signal, the TCM 

clinician can identify the status of the human body and treat the patient.  

As more clinical evidence supported the benefits of meditation for health, about 

fifty years ago researchers began investigating the physiological phenomena of the 

human body under meditation. Dillbeck et al. (1987) compared the physiological 

differences in two groups of subjects, one under transcendental meditation and the 

other at rest. Schneider et al. (1995) found that the training of transcendental 

meditation could significantly lower the systolic and diastolic blood pressure of 
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hypertensive persons (Barnes et al., 2004; Alexander et al., 1996; Castillo-Richmond et 

al., 2000). Meditation hereafter became a feasible method to improve the hypertension. 

Hankey compared Tibetan Buddhist meditation with Transcendental Meditation 

(Hankey, 2006). He summarized how practicing different meditation techniques 

influenced hypertension and other physiological changes. Barnes et al. (1999) found 

that, under meditation, total peripheral resistance decreased, and they suggested that 

was why meditation could decrease or control hypertension. To investigate the 

meditation effects on the cardiovascular system, here we evaluated the variations in 

blood pressure waveform before and after meditation. 

We measured the blood pressure waveforms of twenty Zen-meditation 

practitioners and twenty normal, healthy subjects in the same age range as the 

practitioners. According to the clinical experience of TCM professionals, we designed 

a set of parameters that quantify the waveform patterns of BPW. 

 

2.2 Methods for BPW analysis 

2.2.1 Mechanism and recording procedure 

The BPW prototype of a healthy subject is shown in Fig. 2-1. The heart pumping 

mechanism correlating with BPW is illustrated as follows (see Fig. 2-2). The ejection 

of blood from the left ventricle into the aorta results in the first peak in BPW that is 
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called the Percussion wave (P wave). The height of P wave, , and the fast ejection 

time of the left ventricle, , are related to the ejection ability of heart and the 

compliance index of aorta. We define the rising slope of P wave as 

1h

1t

1

1

t
h . A larger slope 

indicates a better performance of the heart ejection function and aorta compliance 

(Fey, 2003). Thus it is used as a quantitative feature to evaluate the cardiovascular 

system. 

 

 

P wave 

T wave 

D wave 
1h

3h
5h

4h
3V

1V  

1t  

Figure 2-1: Prototype of a normal blood pressure waveform. 
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Figure 2-2 (a): When the ventricle contracts, the semilunar valve opens. Blood ejects 

into the aorta and arteries and makes them expanded. At the same time, the pressure 

stores in the elastic walls. This percussion produces the P wave.  
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Figure 2-2 (b): Isovolumic ventricular relaxation makes the semilunar valve shut. 

Elastic recoil of arteries sends blood forward into the rest of circulatory system. This 

rebound makes the T wave and the closing of valve makes the D wave. 
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The second peak, called the Tidal wave (T wave), appears when blood hits the 

artery wall and rebounds. As a result, T wave is manifest if the artery possesses 

excellent elasticity that reflects low peripheral resistance of the circulatory system. On 

the other hand, an artery with a stiff wall makes the T wave propagate fast according 

to the Moens-Korteweg equation of wave velocity (Nichols et al., 1990; Khir et al., 

2002). Accordingly, the T wave will merge with the P wave, which results in a wider P 

wave. The second parameter, 
1

3

h
h , where  represents the height of T wave, is 

utilized to measure the effect of T wave. We thus expect a large 

3h

1

3

h
h  for an arterial 

system with better elasticity. The valley height  reveals the level of peripheral 

resistance (Fey, 2003; Milor, 1989). As the peripheral resistance increases (decreases), 

parameter  increases (decreases) as well. The normalized parameter, 

4h

4h
1

4

h
h , is 

employed to measure the drift of peripheral resistance. Finally, when the aortic valve 

is closed, the Dicrotic wave (D wave) is generated.  is the magnitude of D wave 

and the normalized parameter,

5h

1

5

h
h , represents the effect of D wave on arterial system. 

 will decrease due to a stiff aorta or aortic regurgitation. 5h

Fig. 2-3 displays the instrument for recording BPW from the wrist with a 

piezoelectric sensor. The sensor was manufactured by Skylark Company, with 3dB 

cutoff frequency at 10 KHz. The output is linearly dependent of the input when BP is 

below 1000 mmHg. The subject sat with one forearm on the desk. The angle between 
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upper arm and desk is about 120°. Pressure of the piezoelectric sensor on the wrist 

was adjusted for sufficient sensitivity of the BPW activity. The range of amplitude 

depends on the measuring position. In this study, we measured the BPW at the ‘chun’ 

position (Fig. 2-4). A well experienced TCM (Traditional Chinese Medicine) expert 

assisted us in the experimental setup and recording. He searched the “chun” position 

by palpating the wrist of the subject. The piezoelectric sensor was then attached to the 

proper position carefully identified by the expert. The pressure was adjusted until the 

output amplitude reached maximum, from which the amplitude recorded was in the 

range of 15 to 27 mmHg (Fey, 2003).  

 

Figure 2-3: The acquiring instrument of blood pressure waveform. 
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Figure 2-4: The measuring position on the wrist. 

 

2.2.2 BPW parameters 

The peak or valley positions in Figure 2-1 demonstrated by crosses are 

determined by the Matlab program for searching the local maximum or minimum. We 

first identify the P wave that is the most distinctive one. The starting point V1 of the 

whole period is about 0.1 sec prior to the P wave. The next step is to find the local 

minimum V3 at about 0.35 sec afterward from V1. Then the T wave between P wave 

and V3 is ready to be extracted. D wave comes after V3, that is identified by finding 

the null of waveform differentiation between V3 and the end of the BPW period. The 

time values of these specific points depend on the blood speed and the conditions of 

blood vessels. We referred to the paper by Xie (Xie et al., 2000) to check the standard 

time values of these parameters. 

In this research, the above four parameters, 
1

1

t
h , 

1

3

h
h , 

1

4

h
h  and 

1

5

h
h  are used to 
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assess the status of cardiovascular system and corresponding parameters are defined 

as follows:  

1 1

1 1

h = Peak height of P wave – Valley height of  (2.1) V

3h = Peak height of T wave – Valley height of  (2.2) 1V

4h = Valley height of  – Valley height of  (2.3) 3V 1V

5h = Peak height of D wave – Valley height of  (2.4) 3V

t = Time of  – Time of Peak of P wave (2.5) V

Variation percentage = 100%after meditation before meditation

before meditation

η η
η

− −

−

−
× , (2.6) 

where η denotes one of the four parameters, 
1

5

1

4

1

3

1

1 ,,
h
hor

h
h

h
h

t
h . Note that, due to the 

variations in recording system characteristics and physiological conditions of each 

subject, heights h3-h5 were normalized to within the range of 0 to 1. Normalization 

ensures an even comparison of BPW features in various recording sections. To avoid 

null denominator caused by the disappearance of before-meditation T wave (in the 

case, h3=0), the variation percentage of 
1

3

h
h  is defined to be zero if T wave is absent 

before and after meditation. On the other hand, if T wave exists only after meditation, 

the variation percentage of 
1

3

h
h  will be assigned to 100% to avoid infinity. 
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2.3 Experiment and results 

2.3.1 BPW signal processing 

The blood pressure waveforms of radial artery non-invasively detected at wrist 

by piezo-electric transducer were recorded for 10 seconds and digitized at a sampling 

rate of 100 Hz. To reduce high frequency noise, a low-pass filter is designed with a 

3dB cutoff frequency of 50 Hz. Because null baseline was required in the analysis, we 

removed the mean value of each BPW period in pre-processing. Accordingly, negative 

waveforms might appear. Note that non-constant, linear baseline drift sometimes 

interfered in the BPW (Fig. 2-5). The sources of interference include the body 

movement, heavy respiration, etc. The resulting artifacts might be false amplitude or 

position shift of peaks/valleys. Although removal of the baseline drift may help, we 

found it necessary to further correct the interference patterns. In that case, baseline 

removal involved a linear-regression method for baseline-drift detection. 
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Figure 2-5: The linear baseline drift in the BPW (upper) and the result after removing 

it (lower). 

The BPW recording instrument can only continuously trace for up to 10 seconds. 

BPW is a quasi-periodic signal with 10 to 16 complete cycles in a 10-second term. 

Here we averaged out the 10-16 cycles to get the final BPW for further quantification 

of embedded features. We thus can obtain triple to quadruple SNR (signal-to-noise 

ratio) that is linearly dependent of the square root of the number of measurements. 

The SNR level could fulfill our research requirements. 
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2.3.2 Subjects and recording paradigms 

The participants were divided into two groups - 20 meditators and 20 normal, 

healthy people without any experience in meditation. In the experimental group, 13 

females and 7 males with a mean age of 26.6±2.2 years participated. Their 

experiences in Zen-Buddhist practice span 6.9±3.3 years. The control group 

comprised 9 females and 11 males with a mean age of 25.2±1.8 years. All the 

meditation practitioners learned Zen-Buddhist meditation in the Taiwan Zen-Buddhist 

Association. Only experienced practitioners with more than 3 years of meditation 

experience were invited. The controls were graduate students of National Chiao-Tung 

University. No subjects had any cardiovascular disease in their medical histories. 

Participants sat in an isolated space during the experiments. Blood pressure 

waves were recorded before and after the 40-minute main session (meditation or 

relaxation). In the main session, experimental group practiced Zen meditation, while 

controls sat in normal relaxed position with eyes closed. 
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2.4 BPW before and after meditation 

Fig. 2-6 illustrates an example of the blood pressure waveform of meditator. The 

solid curve shows the before-meditation BPW, and the dashed one shows that after 

meditation. In Fig. 2-6, after-meditation P wave rises more steeply than the 

before-meditation one. For this particular subject, poor arterial elasticity makes the 

before-meditation T wave occur earlier and merge with P wave, resulting in a 

broadened P wave. In after-meditation BPW, the T wave becomes evident and 

distinguishable from the P wave, inferring that enhanced arterial elasticity is a 

consequence of meditation practice. Moreover, the V3 valley descends (i.e., h4 

decreases) after meditation, indicating a decrease in peripheral resistance. The D wave 

magnitude is also strengthened after meditation. A typical example of 10-second BPW 

is shown in Fig. 2-7. Note that the pulse rate is slower after meditation, resulting in a 

phase difference between the two waves. In sum, the after-meditation BPW reflects a 

more robust cardiovascular system that could have been tuned up by the Zen 

meditation. 
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Figure 2-6: The before-meditation (solid curve) and after-meditation (dashed curve) 

BPW for an experimental subject. 
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Figure 2-7: The ten-second typical BPW of one meditation practitioner. 
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2.5 Inter-group comparison 

Table 2-1 shows the results of the four parameters measured in both groups. The 

variation percentage of each parameter in each group is calculated by the formula 

(2.6). The P-values in Table 1 are evaluated using t-test, which is used to check 

whether the variation percentages show statistical differences between the groups. In 

this preliminary investigation, we concentrated on intra-subject differences between 

various experimental sections because the inter-subject variations in BPW were too 

complicated to manipulate. 

In comparison with the control group, Zen-meditation practitioners have higher 

ranges of variation percentages in all four parameters. The performance details of 

each parameter are as follows:  When considering the rising slope of P wave, 
1

1

t
h , 

that reflects the ejection ability of left ventricle or aorta elasticity, the experimental 

group had a mean increase from 390.8 to 435.1, a variation percentage of 11.7%, that 

was 5% higher than the variation percentage of control group. The second parameter 

1

3

h
h , measuring the effect of T wave, demonstrated distinct enhancement of arterial 

elasticity in the experimental group (three times the increasing rate of the control 

group). We discovered that even though some experimental subjects had vague T 

wave before meditation, it was often boosted after meditation. On the other hand, T 

wave variation of was not as obvious in the control group. We observed that some 
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control subjects did not even have a T wave before and after relaxation. If T waves 

merged with P waves, the parameter 
1

3

h
h  was considered to be zero. Next, the high 

decreasing rate of 
1

4

h
h  revealed reduced peripheral resistance after meditation. Finally, 

the increasing 
1

5

h
h  infers that Zen meditation significantly improves the quality of 

semilunar valves and arterial elasticity. The t-test results showed that all P-values 

were smaller than 0.05, further corroborating the significance of the improvement in 

the meditation group. In comparison with normal relaxation, Zen meditation may 

effectively improve the characteristics of cardiovascular system according to 

parameters extracted from blood pressure waves. 
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Table 2-1. The statistical results of four parameters (
1

1

t
h , 

1

3

h
h , 

1

4

h
h , 

1

5

h
h ) and their 

variation percentages. P values are evaluated to show the statistical significance 

of discrimination between two groups. 

 
1

1

t
h  

1

3

h
h  

1

4

h
h  

1

5

h
h  

Before Relaxation 

(Mean±Std.) 

0.266.380 ±

 

19.021.0 ±

 

08.027.0 ±

 

04.013.0 ±

 

After Relaxation 

(Mean±Std.) 

3.257.405 ±

 

19.025.0 ±

 

07.024.0 ±

 

07.015.0 ±

 

 

 

Control  

group 

Variation 

percentage 

%7.6 %0.13 %3.9  −  %2.14  

Before Meditation 

(Mean±Std.) 

0.288.390 ±

 

19.020.0 ±

 

09.025.0 ±

 

04.013.0 ±

 

After Meditation 

(Mean±Std.) 

9.181.435 ± 13.036.0 ±

 

08.022.0 ±

 

03.016.0 ±

 

 

 

Experime

ntal group 

Variation 

percentage 

%7.11 %2.41 %5.13  −  %9.27  

P-value )05.0(
005.0
<

 
)05.0(

026.0
<

 
)05.0(

032.0
<

 
)05.0(

029.0
<
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Chapter 3  

F-VEPs in Zen meditation 
Observation of the inner-light perception in deep Zen meditation (Lo et al., 2003) 

has aroused our attention. Based on the recording of F-VEPs (flash visual evoked 

potentials), this study was thus designed to investigate the characteristics of visual 

nervous pathway for the Zen-meditation practitioners (experimental group), in 

comparison with that for the normal, healthy subjects (control group). Flash stimuli 

were applied before, during and after meditation / relaxation in experimental / control 

subjects. We focused on the F-VEPs at the occipital site Oz, central site Cz and frontal 

site Fz. 

 

3.1 Background and motivation 

During the past decades, a number of papers have reported the benefits of 

meditation to the physiological and mental health, with particular emphasis on 

transcendental meditation, Yoga meditation, and Japanese-Zen meditation. It is the 

first attempt to investigate the electrophysiological signals of the orthodox 

Zen-Buddhist practitioners. The main doctrine of Zen-Buddhist practice is to 

transcend the physiological, mental, and subconscious states via Zen meditation that 
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enables the practitioners to reach a fully egoless, transcendental state (the Alaya state) 

(Lo et al., 2003).  

Researchers have been probing into the physiological and psychological 

parameters during meditation for several decades (Jevning et. al., 1992; West, 1980). 

Some important results include: Wallace (Wallace, 1970) claimed the emergence of 

theta waves in the frontal area in transcendental meditation, Banquet observed the 

slowdown of alpha frequency and the increase of alpha amplitude as well as the 

occurrence of the rhythmic theta trains (Banquet, 1973). Recently, Lutz and et al. 

found that long-term Buddhist practitioners self-induced sustained high-amplitude, 

gamma-band EEG and phase-synchrony during meditation (Lutz and et al., 2004). 

These patterns obviously occurred at the lateral fronto-parietal electrodes. Travis 

found several physiological markers including the decrease of respiration rate, higher 

respiratory sinus arrhythmia amplitudes, higher alpha coherence, etc (Travis, 2001).  

In addition, ERPs (evoked response potential) used to explore the underlying 

neuron activities in meditation were investigated. Zhang claimed the increase of 

F-VEP amplitudes of Qigong practitioners under meditation (Zhang, 1993). In Xu et, 

al.’s research, increase of amplitude and decrease of latency were reported (Xu et al., 

1998). Furthermore, auditory evoked potential (AEP) under meditation has also been  

studied to investigate the meditation effects on the brainstem auditory response 
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(McEvoy et al., 1980; Tells et al., 1994). 

The paper survey given above shows a particular phenomenon of meditation, that 

is, its effects on the frontal cortex. The transcendental state of Zen meditation, in fact, 

reflects that the human life system turns off its physical and mental sensors, leaves off 

the message transmission from outside world, and keeps subconscious tranquil. When 

further attaining the deeper meditation state, practitioners often ignite their inner 

energy, accompanied with the experience of perceiving the inner light (Lo et al., 

2003). Base on the observation of frontal EEG and the common experiences of 

inner-light perception, we hypothesized that meditation would affect the visual neuron 

pathway, and the effect might be modulated by the meditation effects in the frontal 

area of the cortex.  

Accordingly, this study aimed to investigate the meditation effects on visual 

neuron pathway by quantitatively analyzing the visual evoked potentials (VEPs). 

Owing to the limitation that meditators must close their eyes during meditation, we 

employed the flashed light as the visual stimulus and recorded the flash visual evoked 

potential (F-VEP), with particular emphasis on channels Oz, Cz, and Fz. 

 

3.2 Experimental setup and procedure 

This study involves 30 experimental subjects (meditators) and 30 control 
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subjects (normal, healthy people without any experience in meditation). In the 

experimental group, 15 females and 15 males at the mean age of 28.7±4.6 years 

participated. Their experiences in Zen-Buddhist practice span 6.6±4.1 years. The 

control group consists of 9 females and 21 males at the mean age of 24.1±1.6 years. 

EEG and F-VEP were recorded within the frequency range from 0.15Hz to 50Hz. The 

sampling rate is 1000Hz. We applied the 30-channel recording montage with the 

ground at the forehead and the reference as the linked mastoids.  

F-VEPs were recorded before, during and after the main session (meditation or 

relaxation), that is called the pre-, mid-, or post-session. Continuous, 100 flash stimuli 

were applied to the subject in each session. The flash light was 10 μs in duration and 1 

Hz in frequency produced by a xenon lamp that was placed 60 cm in front of the 

subjects’ eyes. These parameters were referred to the standard procedures (Adrian and 

Mathews, 1934; Cigánek, 1961; Odom et al., 2004). We averaged these 100 trials to 

get the averaging F-VEP in each session. Subjects sat in a isolated space during the 

recording. Each recording lasted for about one hour. The course included 10min 

pre-session, 40min mid-session, and 10min post-session recording. In the mid-session 

period, experimental subjects practiced the Zen meditation, while control subjects sat 

in normal relaxed position with eyes closed. During the meditation, the subject sat, 

with eyes closed, in the full-lotus or half-lotus position. In the begining of meditation, 
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the subjects focused on the Navel Chakra and regulated their respiration. Navel 

Chakra is regarded as an important switch that activates the other Chakras. After 

igniting the Navel Chakra, meditators focused on the Zen Chakra or Dharma Chakra 

to empty the thought. 

 

3.3 Results and inter-group comparison 

Figures 3-1 and 3-2 are the averaged F-VEPs on Oz, Cz and Fz of one 

experimental and one control subject, respectively. The dotted, solid and dashed lines 

represent respectively the pre-, mid-, and post-session F-VEPs. Tables 3-1 and 3-2 list 

the average ratios of mid- to pre- and post- to mid-session latencies and amplitudes 

for both group. The p values are calculated by paired t-test and t-test. 

The peak numbers are named according to the visual evoked potential standard 

(Odom et al., 2004). From Table 3-1, we can examine the variations in latencies 

between sessions or between groups. 
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Figure 3-1: The F-VEP on (a)Oz (b)Cz (c)Fz of a meditator. 
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Figure 3-2: The F-VEPs on (a)Oz (b)Cz (c)Fz of a control subject. 
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Table 3-1. Average ratios of peak latencies (NS: not significant). 
 

Exp group Ctrl group t-test 

Item mid/pre 
(%) 

post/mid 
(%) 

P value 
(paired 
t-test) 

mid/pre 
(%) 

post/mid
(%) 

P value 
(paired 
t-test) 

mid/pre  post/mid

P1 106.45 98.79 NS 110.79 96.36 NS NS NS 
N2 100.65 100.16 NS 103.40 99.94 NS NS NS 
P2 103.52 99.13 0.001* 104.60 100.72 NS NS NS 
N3 101.91 99.99 NS 100.00 101.59 NS NS NS 
P3 101.34 99.85 NS 100.24 101.47 NS NS NS 

Oz 

N4 100.57 99.81 NS 100.62 99.51 NS NS NS 
N1 103.47 101.77 NS 129.77 98.57 0.009* 0.008* NS 
P1 100.72 102.66 NS 109.84 106.50 NS 0.009* NS 
N2 101.15 99.61 NS 102.68 98.82 NS NS NS 
P2 101.03 99.93 NS 102.51 100.00 NS NS NS 

Cz 

N3 103.41 100.09 NS 105.02 100.40 NS NS NS 
N1 105.77 104.65 NS 111.05 92.74 0.040* NS 0.042*
P1 102.32 100.75 NS 109.13 97.42 0.024* 0.024* NS 
N2 100.98 100.38 NS 102.19 99.59 NS NS NS 
P2 100.50 99.30 NS 103.65 99.47 NS NS NS 

Fz 

N3 99.81 100.29 NS 105.68 98.30 0.021* 0.042* NS 
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We summarize some important findings as follows (exp: experimental group, cnt: 

control group).  

(1) Significant variations in latency are: (exp) P2 at Oz; (cnt) N1 at Cz, P1 and N3 at 

Fz. Note that all the latencies of these components increase during 

meditation/relaxation and decrease in the post-session. 

(2) Two groups show different trends in the latency ratios: (mid/pre) N1 and P1 at Cz; 

P1 and N3 at Fz. The latencies of these components in the control group show 

considerable increasing, whereas the changes of experimental group are not 

apparent. (post/mid) N1 at Fz: the latency of the experimental group increased, but 

it decreased in the control group. 
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Table 3-2. Average ratios of peak amplitudes (NS: not significant). 
 

Exp group Ctrl group t-test 

Item mid/pre 
(%) 

post/mid 
(%) 

P value 
(paired 
t-test) 

mid/pre 
(%) 

post/mid
(%) 

P value 
(paired 
t-test) 

mid/pre post/mid

P1-N2 112.89 102.20 NS 121.64 100.98 NS NS NS 
N2-P2 104.98 104.86 NS 110.82 115.67 NS NS NS 
P2-N3 109.57 100.72 NS 121.50 116.99 NS NS NS 
N3-P3 82.93 128.93 0.016* 124.61 111.83 NS 0.006* NS 

Oz 

P3-N4 89.10 126.96 0.037* 132.79 116.69 NS 0.002* NS 
N1-P1 95.91 114.92 NS 108.88 103.98 NS NS NS 
P1-N2 112.49 90.94 NS 84.88 117.91 0.038* 0.019* 0.031*
N2-P2 102.87 107.42 NS 98.14 115.47 NS NS NS 

Cz 

P2-N3 125.30 119.52 NS 113.01 130.20 NS NS NS 
N1-P1 112.13 113.35 NS 106.25 109.02 NS NS NS 
P1-N2 100.18 101.09 NS 84.82 113.64 0.047* 0.045* NS 
N2-P2 99.62 110.85 NS 105.07 103.83 NS NS NS 

Fz 

P2-N3 105.58 122.10 NS 121.35 114.16 NS NS NS 
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From Table 3-2, we can examine the variations in amplitudes between sessions or 

between groups. We summarize some important findings as follows. 

(1) Significant variations in amplitude are: (exp) N3-P3 and P3-N4 at Oz; (cnt) P1-N2 

at Cz and Fz. The amplitudes of these components decrease during 

meditation/relaxation and increase afterwards. 

(2) Two groups show different trends in the magnitude ratios: (mid/pre) N3-P3 and 

P3-N4 at Oz; P1-N2 at Cz and Fz; (post/mid) P1-N2 at Cz. In experimental group, 

the amplitudes of N3-P3 and P3-N4 at Oz are decreased under meditation, but the 

trends are opposite under relaxation in the control group. The amplitudes of 

P1-N2 on Cz and Fz are increased in experimental group but decreased in the 

control group during meditation/relaxation. Furthermore, after 

meditation/relaxation, P1-N2 at Cz is decreased in the experimental group and is 

increased in the control group. 
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Chapter 4 

Spatial Focalization of 

Zen-Meditation Brain Based 

on EEG 

 
The aim of this study is to report our preliminary results of investigating the 

spatial focalization of Zen-meditation EEG (electroencephalograph) in alpha band 

(8-13 Hz). For comparison, the study involved two groups of subjects, practitioners 

(experimental group) and non-practitioners (control group). 

To extract EEG alpha rhythm, wavelet analysis was applied to multi-channel EEG 

signals. Normalized alpha-power vectors were then constructed from spatial 

distribution of alpha powers, that were classified by Fuzzy C-means based algorithm 

to explore various brain spatial characteristics during meditation (or, at rest). Optimal 

number of clusters was determined by correlation coefficients of the 

membership-value vectors of each cluster center. 

 

4.1 Background and motivation 

Numerous studies have reported the physiological and psychological effects of 
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meditation. Scientists have corroborated that meditation considerably lowered down 

the levels of respiration rate, heart rate, spontaneous skin conductance response and 

cortisol (Dillbeck and Orme-Johnson, 1987; Jones, 2001). Other researches reported 

that meditation was useful in treating some medical problems such as hypertension 

(Walton et al., 1995; Barnes et al., 2001), anxiety (Lindberg, 2005), pressure (Shetty, 

2005), and even tumors (Ott et al., 2006). In psycho-neurology, EEG becomes an 

important tool to monitor the meditation effects on the neural systems. 

According to those literatures, the most common phenomenon is the increase of 

alpha-band power and alpha coherence in the frontal areas (Aftanas and Golocheikine, 

2001; Travis et al., 2002; Murata et al., 2004; Takahashi et al., 2005). Alpha activities 

are normally recorded on the posterior scalp regions for normal, healthy adults with 

eye-closed relaxation under conditions of physical relaxation and relative mental 

inactivity. In Cantero et al.’s research, they concluded that alpha rhythm could be the 

baseline of brain activity when sensory inputs are very few at the state of relaxed 

wakefulness (Cantero, Atienza, Salas and Gómez, 1999). Cantero et al. provided 

evidence for the alpha power modulation and different scalp distributions at a 

particular cerebral arousal state (Cantero, Atienza, Gomez and Salas, 1999). 

Correlation between cognition and alpha variation during meditation was studied by 

some researchers. Aftanas & Golocheikine claimed that turning off external attention 
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during meditation reflected the increasing power of slow alpha in the frontal areas 

(Aftanas et al., 2001). Since alpha variations are the common characteristic during 

meditation, investigation of alpha spatial-temporal traits is important for further 

understanding the neural-physiological effects of meditation.  

Among various meditation techniques, we focus on Zen meditation that has been 

becoming popular in Taiwan. During meditation, meditators first transcend their 

physical and mental perceptions via particular mind-focusing technique, leave off 

the message transmission from outside world, and concentrate their attention on 

some particular Chakras (Lo et al., 2003). 

Exploration of the meditation alpha activities has been focused on the change of 

alpha power and coherence, with few studies on the spatial-temporal behavior. Owing 

to the particular cognitive significance of alpha rhythms, investigating the distribution 

of alpha band might help understanding the meditation effects on the cortical 

activation. The aim of this study is thus to investigate the temporal evolution of 

spatial characteristics of alpha rhythms under Zen meditation. 

In the following section, we introduce the methods for multi-channel meditation 

EEG processing and analysis, including wavelet transform for identifying 

alpha-dominated sections and Fuzzy C-means for classifying the feature vectors that 

represent the spatial distribution of alpha rhythms. Finally, we discuss the difference 
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of spatial characteristics between experimental group (Zen meditators) and control 

group (non-meditators).  

 

4.2 Proposed schemes 

4.2.1 Wavelet Transform 

Spectrum analysis based on Fourier Transform (FT) has been the most popular 

method for identifying various EEG rhythms. However, FT can not resolve the 

time-varying spectral properties of EEG. Wavelet Transform (WT) is one of the 

approaches developed to solve the problem (Daubechies, 1992). WT decomposes a 

signal into scaled, time-shifted version of the pre-designed wavelet prototype. WT 

possesses the capability of local analysis as well as high flexibility in terms of 

scalability in resolution. However, choosing an appropriate wavelet prototype is 

always the issue firstly encountered. A rational thought is to choose a wavelet model 

with its pattern matching the shape of the component to be analyzed. Accordingly, the 

wave shape of Daubechies 6 (Db 6) low-pass filter was selected in this study. 

Furthermore, Daubechies wavelets are used due to their properties, including good 

regularity for high number of moments (Dragotti and Vetterli, 2003). 

4.2.2 Alpha detection 

A number of alpha detection algorithms have been developed in both time and 
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frequency domains. Due to the time-varying spectral behavior of alpha patterns, a 

wavelet-based algorithm becomes appealing for alpha detection. 

To decompose the EEG, discrete wavelet transform (DWT) was implemented by 

the typical pyramidal structure (order 2), with a window size of 1 second and no 

overlap. We then calculated the wavelet coefficients corresponding to the delta (δ: 3.5 

Hz or less), theta (θ: 4~7.5 Hz), alpha (α: 8~13 Hz), beta (β: 14~30 Hz) and gamma 

(γ: above 30 Hz) band. Finally, EEG rhythm in each particular band was reconstructed. 

Define the alpha-power percentage ρ below,  

%100×
++++

=
γβαθδ

αρ
ppppp

p
     (4.1) 

where Pα denotes the power of the reconstructed α wave, and so on. 

Consider an EEG epoch. If the alpha-power percentage ρ is greater than a 

pre-defined threshold θ1 (θ1=50% in this study), it is considered as an 

alpha-dominated epoch. Figure 1 displays alpha-power percentages varying with time. 

From Figure 1, alpha apparently dominated the last 3 seconds (ρ > 50%), that 

were to be extracted for further spatial analysis. All the 30-channels were examined to 

identify the alpha-dominated epochs. Those epochs with at least one channel 

satisfying ρ>50% were extracted. Next the alpha-power vector is defined as 

][ 30321 iiiii ppppp ααααα =        (4.2) 

where Pαi is a vector containing the 30-channel alpha powers for the ith epoch, with its 
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element Pαij representing the alpha power of the jth channel. Final feature vector was 

obtained by normalizing the alpha-power vector based on the pool of all vectors 

extracted. 

 

ρ(%)
sec 

 

Figure 4-1: A section of 5-sec EEG. The numbers listed below are the alpha-power 
percentages. 

4.2.3 Fuzzy C-means 

Fuzzy c-means (FCM) is a data clustering method wherein each data point belongs to 

a cluster to some degree specified by a membership value (Bezdek, 1973). We utilized 

FCM to classify the input feature vectors (normalized alpha-power vectors). In FCM, 

number of clusters needs to be determined first. We proposed the idea of evaluating 

correlation coefficients to estimate the appropriate number of clusters. First, with an 

initial guess (>5), we can derive the membership value for each sample xj: 
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where χij is the membership value of sample xj with the center yi, dij is the distance 

between xj and yi, c is the number of clusters, and β is the fuzziness coefficient. Each 
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center yi has its membership-value vector,  

][ 21 imiii χχχχ =                  (4.4) 

Here m is the number of extracting vectors. The correlation coefficient is 

),(),(
),(

),(
jjii

ji
ji CC

C
R

χχχχ

χχ
χχ =                  (4.5) 

where ( )( )[ ]jjiiji EC μχμχχχ −−=),( is the covariance matrix. 

If ),(R ji χχ  is larger than the threshold θ2 (in statistical reason, we set θ2 =0.3 for the 

side line between strong and weak correlation), yi and yj are too close, and the number 

of cluster c must be reduced by 1. 

First we checked the performance of our algorithm by analyzing 800 real EEG 

epochs. Normalized alpha-power vector is illustrated by colored brain mapping. 

Figure 4-2 displays the results of classifying the alpha-power mappings into 4 clusters. 

Figure 4-2 and 4-3 display some sample brain mappings in each cluster for 4 and 3 

clusters, respectively. Table 4-1 lists the correlation coefficients between clusters i and 

j, 1≤i, j≤4 (assume 4 clusters). 
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Figure 4-2: The results of 4 clusters 

 

Table 4-1: The correlation coefficients (4 clusters) 
 

Cluster 1 2 3 4 

1  0.67 -0.86 -0.32 

2 0.67  -0.73 -0.64 

3 -0.86 -0.73  0.04 

4 -0.32 -0.64 0.04  

Cluster #4 

Cluster #3 

Cluster #2 

Cluster #1 
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Apparently, mappings in cluster #1 are very similar to those in cluster #2, and a 

large correlation coefficient =),( 21 χχR 0.67 is obtained. Accordingly, number of 

clusters should be reduced. Figure 4-3 shows the results of 3 clusters. Table 4-2 shows 

the correlation coefficients for the 3-cluster case. Note that none of these coefficients 

exceeds θ2, that indicates the number of clusters c = 3 is appropriate for the sample 

pool analyzed. The example above demonstrates the strategy of determining the 

appropriate number of clusters. Flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4-4. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-3: The results of 3 clusters 

 
Table 4-2: The correlation coefficients (3 clusters) 

Cluster 1 2 3 
1  -0.80 -0.51 
2 -0.80  -0.11 

3 -0.51 -0.11  

Cluster #3 

Cluster #2 

Cluster #1 
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Output the results of 
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Figure 4-4: Flowchart of the proposed algorithm 
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4.3 Subjects and recording setup 

This study involved 10 experimental subjects (Zen meditators) and 10 control 

subjects (normal, healthy people without any experience in meditation). Experimental 

group included 3 females and 7 males at the average age of 28.9±3.2 years. Their 

experiences in Zen-Buddhist practice span 7.6±4.5 years. Control group consisted of 4 

females and 6 males at the average age of 25.9±5.2 year.  

EEG was recorded within the frequency range from 0.15Hz to 50Hz, with a 

sampling rate of 512 Hz. We applied the 30-channel recording montage, based on the 

10-20 system, with the ground at the forehead and the linked mastoids as the 

reference. 

Subjects sat in an isolated space during the recording. Each recording lasted for 

about 34 minutes, including 2-minute pre-session, 30-minute main-session, and 

2-minute post-session recording.  

In the main-session period, experimental subjects practiced the Zen meditation, while 

control subjects sat in normal, relaxed position with eyes closed. During the 

meditation, experimental subject sat in the full-lotus or half-lotus position, with eyes 

closed. While before and after the main-session period, both experimental and control 

subjects closed their eyes and relaxed. 
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4.4 Results 

Figs. 4-5 to 4-7 plot the results for one experimental subject (cluster number c=3). 

Totally 709 alpha-power vectors were detected and analyzed. Only a portion of 

alpha-power brain mappings are displayed for each cluster. 

Table 4-3 lists the Euclidean distances between different cluster centers. Standard 

deviation of the distances of all vectors away from the cluster center is computed for 

each cluster (Table 4-4). According to Tables 4-3 and 4-4, distances between cluster 

centers are greater than three times of the standard deviations. Evidently, FCM 

successfully separated these clusters. 

 

Table 4-3: The Euclidean distances between cluster centers 

Cluster \ Cluster 1 2 3 
1  1.474 0.765 
2 1.474  0.895 
3 0.765 0.895  

 

 
 
 
 
 
Table 4-4: The standard deviation of the distances of each sample to its center 

Cluster 
Number of  

samples 
Standard deviation of the distances 

1 266 0.250 

2 246 0.232 

3 197 0.242 
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To investigate the spatiotemporal evolution of alpha activities, we employed the 

color-chart illustration with red, blue and green indicating the emergence of brain 

mappings belonging to cluster #1, #2 and #3, respectively (Figure 4-8). Black 

indicates the non-alpha epochs.  

From this chart, we could assess the alpha distribution easily. For instance, we 

could find frontal alpha (class #1) emerged more often in the middle and non-alpha 

presented in the late phase of the main-session. The statistical analysis of 

spatiotemporal distribution of alpha activities for both groups will be discussed in the 

next section. 

 

   

 
Figure 4-5: Selected samples (three rows) and the center of Cluster #1. The numbers 
above the samples are the time indices (in sec).
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Figure 4-6: Selected samples (three rows) and the center of Cluster #2. The numbers 
above the samples are the time indices (in sec). 
 
 

    

 
Figure 4-7: Selected samples (three rows) and the center of Cluster #3. The numbers 
above the samples are the time indices (in sec). 
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Figure 4-8: The color chart of alpha distribution 



 

To investigate the focalization of alpha activity, we divided the scalp into six 

areas (Figure 4-9) representing six categories. The classification was based on ‘peak’ 

location since it reflected the source focalization (Lehmann, 1990a).  

 

 
Figure 4-9: The locations of 30 recording electrodes and their respective region. 

We calculated the incidence of each category based on a 2-minute frame. The 

window size was 2 seconds and no overlap between successive windows. Accordingly, 

incidence measures the probability of peak focalization at the same area based on 

60’s 2-sec epochs. The formula is shown below.  

  
epochs) (60min -2in  epochs Total

category  the tobelongepoch  ofNumber 
=incidence     (4.6) 

We laid more stress on the frontal, central and parietal areas where alpha 
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activities frequently appear. Figures 4-10 to 4-12 show the time-varying probabilities 

of source localization, respectively, in the frontal, central and parietal region of both 

groups. Beginnings of the main and the post session were marked by vertical dashed 

lines at the 2nd and 32th minute. The value at the nth minute was the group average of 

results analyzed for 10 subjects in each group, using the 2-min frame between (n-1)th 

and (n+1)th minute. For each category (area), incidence in the 2-min frame was 

compared with the pre-session result using t-test to evaluate the statistical significance 

of difference caused by meditation process. The asterisks on the top of the chart 

indicate the statistically significant difference (p<0.05) at those time points. For 

example, significant effect of meditation (relaxation) on frontal alpha was observed at 

the 25th (27th) minute for the experimental (control) group.  
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Figure 4-10: The incidence of frontal alpha of both groups. 
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Figure 4-11: The incidence of central alpha of both groups. 
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Figure 4-12: The incidence of parietal alpha of both groups. 

 

Incidence of frontal alpha of the experimental group oscillates noticeably during 

the entire recording session, as shown in Figure 4-10, with an increase in the early 

meditation phase (3-13 minutes) followed by a dramatic drop afterwards (13-17 

minutes). However, in the later phase of meditation the frontal alpha was increasing 

again (17-25 minutes). On the other hand, control group exhibited quite different 

results with decreasing frontal alpha in the entire main session. In addition, 

statistically significant difference of frontal-alpha incidence between group averages 

was observed by t-test (p < 0.01).   

Figure 4-11 displays the group averages of incidence variations of central alpha. 
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Apparently, both curves show the similar trend for the entire recording session, that is, 

a slight reduction of central-alpha incidence during the main session following by an 

increase in the post session. As regards the spatio-temporal features of parietal alpha, 

incidence of the experimental group declined from the beginning of meditation and 

maintained till the end of meditation session (Figure 4-12). In the control group, the 

incidence presented a continuing decay in the whole relaxation session. Although 

these two groups showed similar trend, the consistency within each individual group 

was quite different. The experimental group revealed constant decrease in parietal 

alpha and showed significant difference at the early stage of meditation (5th minute), 

that was not observed in the control group until the 21th minute of main session.  
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Chapter 5 

Investigation of 

alpha-dependent F-VEPs 

under Zen meditation 

 
Variation of brain dynamics under Zen meditation has been one of our major 

research interests for years. One issue encountered is the inaccessibility to the actual 

meditation level or stage as a reference. In this chapter, we propose an alternative 

strategy for investigating the human brain in response to external flash stimuli during 

Zen meditation course. To secure a consistent condition of the brain dynamics when 

applying stimulation, we designed a recording of flash visual evoked potentials 

(F-VEPs) based on a constant background EEG (electroencephalograph)–frontal 

α-rhythm dominating activities that increase significantly during Zen meditation. 

Thus the flash-light stimulus was to be applied upon emergence of the frontal 

α-rhythm. The alpha-dependent F-VEPs were then employed to inspect the effect of 

Zen meditation on brain dynamics. Based on the experimental protocol proposed, 

considerable differences between experimental and control groups were obtained. 
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5.1 Motivation of this research 

 Variations in EEG temporal and spatial activities have been presumed to be 

associated with the meditation stages, a comprehensive review was published recently 

(Cahn and Polich, 2006). Davison et al. found that long-term Buddhist practitioners 

self-induced sustained high-amplitude, gamma-band oscillations and phase-synchrony 

during meditation. These EEG patterns were noticeable especially at the lateral 

fronto-parietal electrodes (Davidson et al., 2003; Lutz et al., 2004). In Zen-meditation 

EEG study, increased alpha activity over the frontal regions of the brain has been 

observed during meditation (Kasamatsu and Hirai, 1966; Takahashi et al., 2005) and 

so has the increased frontal alpha coherence (Murata et al., 2004). Kasamatsu and 

Hirai found an increase in alpha amplitude at the beginning of meditation, which then 

spread frontally. Furthermore, Takahashi et al. observed that the increased frontal 

alpha power correlated with the enhancing internalized attention. Thus increased 

frontal alpha activity was hypothesized as a result of Zen-meditation process. All the 

observations have led into further understanding of the function-correlated, spatial 

characteristics of the brain affected by meditation. Another topic of interest in the 

meditation study involves the evoked potentials (EP) (or event-related potentials, ERP) 

under meditation. These studies include auditory evoked potential (AEP), 

somatosensory evoked potential (SEP), visual evoked potential (VEP), and so on. 
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Each parameter is meaningful to the respective perception function. Zhang et al. 

claimed that the amplitudes of F-VEPs (VEPs under flash stimuli) of Qigong 

meditators increased under meditation (Zhang et al., 1993). In Xu et al.’s research, the 

amplitude of F-VEP increased while the latency decreased (Xu et al., 1998). They 

suggested that concentration and attention may be the reason of altering the evoked 

potentials.  

 Due to unusual perceptions often experienced during meditation, human brain in 

response to external flash stimuli during Zen meditation draws our attention. 

Recording of VEPs provides a means of characterizing the visual pathway and visual 

function. VEPs can be recorded by applying either patterned or non-patterned 

stimulus that results in various VEP waveforms (Odom et al., 2004). Since 

practitioners must close their eyes during meditation, we employed non-patterned 

flashes in the VEP recording.  

 One problem encountered in the F-VEP study is to determine the appropriate 

timing for applying the flash-light stimulus. To our knowledge it has not been 

reported in regard to this issue. In our previous study, stimulus was applied at the 

mid-section of meditation at which subjects might undergo various physiological and 

mental states. In that case, F-VEPs were not able to reveal different experimental 

courses such as the section before, during, and after meditation (Liu and Lo, 2005). To 
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assure that all F-VEPs are acquired under a consistent condition, a rational 

experimental setup is to apply the stimulus based on a controllable factor. To gain 

access to particular brain states, one approach is to ask the subject to signal the 

attainment of the meditation state by finger movement (Lo et al., 2003; Takahashi et 

al., 2005; Newberg et al., 2001). However, it often causes meditators to break off from 

the meditation state. 

 To investigate the ERP activities in a given brain state defined by EEG, we thus 

conceive the idea of EEG-triggered F-VEP scheme, that is, the flash-light stimulus is 

applied under specific oscillatory features of the EEG. In this preliminary study, we 

intuitively select the frontal α-rhythm as the F-VEP triggered signal based on the 

previous results reviewed in this section and our empirical observations these years. 

The following section illustrates the methods for detecting the frontal α-rhythm and 

the experimental setup. Significant results obtained are discussed in the final section. 

 

5.2 Systems and approach 

According to the background description in the last section, the flash-light 

stimulus is to be applied upon emergence of the frontal α-rhythm. The scheme 

proposed in (Liao and Lo, 2006) is based on the autoregressive (AR) spectrum 

estimation. It provides more accurate estimate with better resolution (Hayes, 1996) 
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(Güler et al., 2001) and, in particular, allows on-line α-rhythm detection within a very 

small time frame. Modification of the scheme for on-line α-rhythm detection is 

described below. 

 

5.2.1 Online α-rhythm detection 

EEG signal is first decomposed into subband components by the tree structural 

filter bank, as shown in Fig. 5.1. According to Gabor’s uncertainty principle 

(Oppenheim, 1998), downsampling operation improves frequency resolution which is 

desired for the  

 

Fig. 5-1: Tree structural filter bank for the Subband-AR EEG Classifier. H(z) is 

designed by least-squares error minimization with cutoff frequency 30Hz. 

 

narrow-band EEG. Moreover, downsampling process makes the AR modeling 

better characterize the low frequency activities (Liao and Lo, 2006). We accordingly 

employ the subband-filtering scheme prior to the frequency analysis by AR modeling 
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for better frequency resolution and lower computation load. A linear-phase lowpass 

FIR filter H(z) designed by using least-squares error minimization with cutoff 

frequency 30Hz is used as an anti-aliasing filter before the downsampling operation. 

Then the AR(2) model is applied to the decimated signal. Consider the EEG signal 

 generated by an autoregressive (AR(2)) process that is driven by the 

unit-variance white noise . An AR(2) model can be expressed as 

][nx

][nw

][]2[]2[]1[]1[][ nwnxanxanx 22 =−+−+ . (5.1) 

The model coefficients  can be determined by solving the autocorrelation 

normal equations (Hayes, 1996). After the model coefficients have been obtained, the 

conjugated pole pair is determined as, 
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Thus the root frequency of the signal can be obtained from Eq. (2) 
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where  denotes the ii th decomposition level. The filtering-and-downsampling 

process is reiterated to attain good accuracy in discriminating between α and δ/θ 

rhythms. The equivalent cutoff frequency is 15Hz. We design a criterion based on the 

root frequency to detect the α-rhythm. The algorithm examines each windowed 

segment to check whether it meets the following criterion. 
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Criterion-α: 7Hz<fr,1<14Hz and 7Hz<fr,2. 

The root frequency fr,1 is used to differentiate EEG rhythms in 0–14Hz from those in 

14–30Hz. Next, root frequency fr,2 is examined to screen out δ/θ rhythms. 

Note that output1 and output2 are the results of downsampling (Fig. 5-1), the root 

frequency fr,i should be further divided by 2i. This experiment employs a window 

length of 1 second, with a moving step of 0.5 second. 

 

5.2.2 Simulation 

 To verify the effectiveness of the α-rhythm detection algorithm, the algorithm is 

firstly applied to a simulated signal. We assume the sampling rate is 128Hz. The 

signal can be simulated by the pole placement method, that is, by placing each pole in 

the corresponding frequency band (Table 5-1) and adding Gaussian noise. As 

displayed in Fig. 5-2(e), the simulated 10-second signal is formed by connecting four 

segments of δ, θ, α, and β-rhythm patterns. Detection result in Fig. 5-2(e) is 

illustrated by two gray scales, with dark (light) gray indicating the α (non-α) pattern. 

The result clearly justifies the effectiveness of the algorithm in α detection. 
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Fig. 5-2: Classification result of the simulated signal. Different grays are used to 

illustrated the α and non-α patterns. 
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Table 5-1: Locations of poles of the simulated signal 

 Δ θ α β 

Poles’ location 0.98∠0.04 0.98∠0.16 0.98∠0.4 0.88∠0.63 

 

5.2.3 Off-line alpha detection 

Empirical EEGs often exhibit highly complex, irregular rhythmic patterns that 

make the recognition of specific EEG pattern more difficult. Our algorithm is robust 

in dealing with this kind of complication. Figure 5-3 displays the result of α detection. 

The error rate, estimated from the results of identifying 780 alpha candidates, was 

approximately 7.2% (4.6% false negative and 2.6% false positive rate) in comparison 

with the results of naked-eye examination by an experienced EEG interpreter. 
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Fig. 5-3: Result of α detection for real EEG signal. 
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5.2.4 F-VEPs 

The F-VEP consists of a series of negative and positive peaks, denoted 

respectively by N and P followed by a number. The number is referred to as the order 

(or time) of occurrence of that particular peak from the stimulus. The F-VEP source is 

located in the occipital lobe. Normally, the event-related brain potentials propagate 

via neural network toward the nearby regions. The phase differences among different 

channels are caused by the time delays of brain-wave propagation (Hughes et al., 

1992). Figure 5-4 shows typical F-VEPs recorded on Fz, Cz, and Oz with 

corresponding peak labels. In this study, peaks of significance including N2, P2, N3, 

and P3 are to be analyzed. Note that F-VEPs of different channels have phase 

deviation.  

Researchers inferred that the noticeable negative peak N2 of Oz was generated in 

lamina IV cb (Kraut et al., 1985; Duccati et al., 1988), then the following positive 

peak P2 might reflect the inhibition activity within lamina. This study is mainly based 

on the hypothesis that Zen meditation affects visual neural pathway that can be 

revealed on the F-VEPs. 
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labeled. 
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5.3 Experimental setup and protocol 

5.3.1 Subjects 

This study involves 11 meditators and 11 control subjects. In the experimental 

group, 4 females and 7 males at the mean age of 27.5± 3.2 years participated. Their 

experiences in Zen-Buddhist practice span 5.5± 4.3 years. The control group includes 

3 female and 8 male students with an average age of 23.6± 3.3 years. 

 

5.3.2 Apparatus 

The EEG signals and F-VEPs were recorded at standard 10/20 positions with 

32-channel SynAmps amplifiers (manufactured by NeuroScan, Inc.) connected to a 

Pentium-4 (1.5 GHz) PC. Common reference of linked MS1-MS2 (mastoid electrodes) 

was used. EEG signals, after amplification, were pre-filtered by a bandpass filter with 

passband 0.3–50 Hz, and digitized at 1000 Hz sampling rate. A 60-Hz digital notch 

filter was applied to the data to remove artifacts from power line or the surroundings. 

We developed an online α-detection algorithm that was implemented by using 

g.BSamp with g.RTsys (manufactured by Guger Technologies, Inc.) connected to a 

Pentium-M (1.4 MHz) notebook. g.BSamp is a stand-alone biosignal amplifier and 

g.RTsys is a biosignal acquisition and real-time analysis system for notebook 

implementation. To facilitate the real-time α detection, channel-Fz EEG was 
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pre-filtered by a bandpass filter with passband 0.5-30 Hz, and digitized at a lower rate 

of 128 Hz. The α-detection algorithm was implemented on Simulink (MathWorks, 

Inc., Natick, MA) with Real-Time Workshop. By generating real-time code with 

Real-Time Workshop, the algorithm can be downloaded to the kernel and run in a 

real-time manner under Windows (Guger et al., 2001). The experimental setup is 

shown in Fig. 5-5. The subject stayed in an isolated space. A CCD camera positioned 

in front of the subject was used to monitor the entire procedure. The 32-channel EEG 

signals were recorded by an EEG recording system. Another computer read channel 

Fz simultaneously to identify the occurrence of frontal-α rhythm. Once the frontal-α 

was ascertained, the computer triggered the flash light controller to generate flash 

stimuli. 

CCD camera α-rhythm 

detection 

EEG recording 

system 

trigger Flash light 

Flash light 

controller 

EEG 

 

Fig. 5-5: Experimental setup for α-dependent F-VEP recording. 
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5.3.3 Experimental paradigms 

During the experiment, subjects sat in a separated space in the laboratory. Each 

recording lasted for about 60 minutes, including three sections: two 10-minute 

background EEG recordings (section I and III) before and after a 40-minute recording 

(section II, the “main section”) of EEG under meditation (experimental subject) or 

rest (control subject). The control subject sat in a normal, relaxed position with eyes 

closed, while the meditators practiced Zen-Buddhist meditation during the 40-minute 

main section. In Zen meditation, the subject sat, with eyes closed, in the full-lotus or 

half-lotus position. Each hand formed a special mudra (called the Grand Harmony 

Mudra), laid on the lap of the same side. The subject focused on the Zen Chakra and 

the Dharma Eye Chakra (also known as the “Third Eye Chakra”) in the beginning of 

meditation till transcending the physical and mental realm. The Zen Chakra locates 

inside the third ventricle, while the Dharma Eye Chakra locates at the hypophysis (Lo 

et al., 2003). 

The term “alpha-dependent F-VEPs” was used because we recorded F-VEPs 

upon the detection of frontal α rhythms. One run of alpha-dependent F-VEPs were 

recorded in each of the three sections (Fig. 5-6). Each run consisted of 50 

alpha-dependent flash stimuli. The interval between two consecutive stimuli was 

longer than 1 sec. The flash light, with a 10μs duration, was produced by a xenon 
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lamp that was placed 60 cm in front of the subjects’ eyes. Alpha-dependent F-VEPs 

were acquired from midline channels Oz, Cz and Fz, with the linked-mastoid 

electrode as the reference. Since we employed the mastoid-referenced unipolar 

montage, alpha activities could be found in the frontal channels of all subjects 

(Niedermeyer and Lopes da Silva, 2004). However, more frontal alpha activities were 

detected during meditation, that reduced the time required for collecting 50 

alpha-dependent F-VEPs. 

Section I Section III Section II (main section)

50 alpha-dependent stimuli 

25   30 10     50 min 0    60 

 

Fig. 5-6: Scheduling of the F-VEP recording procedure. 
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5.4 Results 

 As shown in Fig. 5-7, different codes were used to indicate the stimuli presented 

in different sections. The stimuli in section I, II, and III are marked by code 128, 64, 

and 32, respectively. And the marker at the upper left of each code indicates the time 

of flash stimulation. A concluding F-VEP of each section was derived by averaging 50 

raw tracings in one run. 

09:38 09:40 09:42 09:44 09:46

Oz

Pz

Cz

Fz
128 128 128 128 128 128

Fig. 5-7: Display format of selected channels (Fz, Cz, Pz, and Oz) for α-dependent 

F-VEP recording. The vertical bar at the upper left of mark ‘128’ indicates the 

time of applying flash stimulus. 

 

 Inter-subject variations of human VEP under the open experimental environment 

are complicated. We thus investigated the intra-subject differences among various 
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sections conducted in one experiment. We measured the amplitude and latency of the 

average F-VEP, and quantified the difference between various sections. Our results 

presented quite different trends between two groups. Figure 5-8 plots an example of 

the F-VEPs at Fz, Cz and Oz (from the top) for one subject. The solid lines represent 

the F-VEPs in the section I, and the dash and dot ones stand for those in the section II 

and III. 

From our results we found that latencies of all components exhibit no significant 

difference among all sections in both groups. However, the variations of amplitudes 

show differences in some components between two groups. Table 5-2 presents, for 

each F-VEP component, ratios of the group average amplitudes of different sections. 

The p value is calculated by paired t-test (compared with selves in different phases) 

and t-test (compared to the other group in the same phase). Amplitudes of P1-N2 and 

N2-P2 on Cz and Fz increased significantly during meditation, yet, decreased during 

relaxation in the control group. On the other hand, N2-P2 amplitude on Fz decreased 

after meditation (experimental group) but increased after rest (control group). 

Apparently, the transit from one to another section caused F-VEP amplitudes on Cz 

and Fz to vary in opposite directions for both groups. We also observed significant 

differences between two groups in P1-N2 and N2-P2 amplitudes (Oz). P1-N2 

amplitude (Oz) decreased during meditation but increased during rest. N2-P2 
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amplitude increased in the control group, but had little change in the experimental 

group. Contrary to the earlier peaks P1-N2 and N2-P2, N3-P3 amplitude (Oz) in the 

control group slightly decreased, whereas this peak amplitude increased in the 

experimental group.  

Among all the F-VEP components, the most noticeable difference between two 

groups was the N2-P2 of Cz and Fz. Figure 5-9 plots the variations of N2-P2 

amplitudes at Cz and Fz. Each bar represents the percentage of F-VEP varying from 

section I to section II ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ×

− %100
I

III  for one subject (white: experimental subject, 

gray: control subject). Significant distinction is observed between two groups. Most 

meditation practitioners had their N2-P2 amplitudes increasing by an average rate of 

20.1% (standard deviation among 11 subjects was 15.12%). Control subjects, on the 

contrary, exhibited a decreasing trend (average rate: −6.36%, standard deviation: 

7.78%). 
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Fig. 5-8: The α-dependent F-VEPs of one meditator recorded on (a) Fz, (b) Cz, and (c) 

Oz. 
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Fig. 5-9: Variations of N2-P2 amplitudes at Cz and Fz. Each bar represents the 
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percentage of F-VEP varying from section I to section II ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ×

− %100
I

III  for 

each individual subject (white: experimental subject, gray: control subject). 

 

Table 5-2: The changes in the peak amplitudes of specific F-VEP components. 

Exp group Ctrl group t-test 

Item II/I 
(%) 

III/II 
(%) 

P value 
(paired 
t-test) 

II/I 
(%) 

III/II 
(%) 

P value 
(paired 
t-test) 

II/I III/II 

P1-N2 95.09 114.40 NS 141.63 114.31 NS 0.013* NS 
N2-P2 101.41 101.44 NS 121.07 103.60 NS 0.010* NS 
P2-N3 107.10 102.77 NS 112.20 122.49 NS NS NS 
N3-P3 117.33 106.86 NS 90.59 114.25 NS NS NS 

Oz 

P3-N4 121.35 104.18 NS 112.71 81.89 NS NS 0.035*
P1-N2 106.25 76.33 0.057 81.20 87.08 NS 0.043* NS 
N2-P2 120.10 89.18 0.00037* 93.64 102.01 NS 4.78E-05* NS Cz 

P2-N3 134.73 103.43 NS 124.25 135.75 NS NS NS 
N1-P1 126.68 97.03 NS 104.30 125.79 NS NS NS 
P1-N2 119.20 86.72 0.056 87.02 95.01 NS 0.043* NS 
N2-P2 115.70 92.76 0.040* 88.77 110.03 0.052 0.0025* 0.045*

Fz 

P2-N3 143.35 128.01 NS 99.77 119.34 NS NS NS 

I: section I, II: section II (main section), III: section III,  

*: P<0.05, 

NS: Not Significant 
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Chapter 6 

Discussion and conclusion 
 

6.1 Variation analysis of sphygmogram to assess the 

cardiovascular system under meditation 

Why can Zen meditation improve the cardiovascular system? According to a 

number of researches and clinical reports, meditation practice has been proved to be 

effective in dealing with decreases of sympathetic nervous system tone, 

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical axis activation, and cortisol levels. 

Improvement of these functions has been associated with the improvement of 

cardiovascular system (Walton et al., 1995). In addition, meditation practice has been 

shown to reduce neurohormonal activities (Barnes et al., 2001) that might decrease 

shear stress on the circulatory system and further lighten the load on the heart. 

During meditation, the meditation practitioners focus on their breathing, thus 

reducing dispersive thoughts, brain activity, muscle stress and the influence of the 

sympathetic system on blood vessels. Consequently, the artery wall may becomes 

more relaxed and elastic. In other words, the blood flow encounters less peripheral 

resistance and can more easily transport through organ, tissue, cell, etc. With a high 
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efficient circulatory system, human health improves. 

Recently, complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) has driven 

researchers to investigate their scientific evidence. No doubt, meditation plays an 

important role in CAM. Here we report the immediate effect of Zen meditation on 

cardiovascular characteristics, with a control group involving the same number of 

normal, healthy subjects within the same age range. We analyzed the immediate 

effects because of the difficulty of controlling open-system experimental conditions 

for human subjects. 

Diseases related to cardiovascular system have become the major death of the 

moderns. Meditation provides an alternative way of health care and maintenance. As a 

consequence, researchers are urged to develop scientific approach for exploring the 

underlying mechanism and the effects on body and mind. More scientific and clinical 

evidences may inject innovative ideas into mainstream medicine and popular 

healthcare practices. According to preliminary results of the BPW study, Zen 

meditation is more effective in improving cardiovascular characteristics than normal 

relaxation. 
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6.2 F-VEPs in meditation 

In chapter 3, we have reported the differences of F-VEPs between the 

Zen-meditation practitioners and the normal healthy subjects. Latencies of the 

experimental group show no significant difference between sessions except P2 at site 

Oz. In Tsutsui’s study [13], early latency components occurred before 70 msec, 

including P1-N2 at Oz and N1- P1 at Cz and Fz, whereas late latency components 

occurred after them (Tsutsui, 1987). At Oz, it was claimed that late latency 

components (P2~N4 at Oz in our data) originated from the cortex, and P2 was thought 

the inhibitory effect of lamina (Ducati et al., 1988; Givre, 1994). Accordingly, our 

results apparently reflect the substantial effects of Zen meditation on the cortex 

correlating with higher level brain function.  

Two groups show the opposite variations in the amplitudes of late components, 

N3-P3 and P3-N4 at Oz, that indicates the suppression (enhancement) of the 

late-component responses via meditation (relaxation). The reason may be the 

influences of the background EEG. This observation further supports an alternative 

viewpoint of meditation that exhibits distinct effects on the brain nervous system in 

comparison with the normal relaxation. 

Another significant distinction between two groups is the amplitude of P1-N2 at 

the fronto-central region (Cz and Fz). Note that P1 is the early component (generated 
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from the visual pathway and the primary visual cortex) and N2 is a late one. From the 

results of P1-N2, we may infer that meditation affects the visual pathway, primary 

visual cortex and the cortex, that the effects are different from those of relaxation. 

In sum, meditation affects the late-latency components of the occipital F-VEP, yet, 

the earlier components of the fronto-central F-VEPs. One possible hypothesis states 

that the meditators concentrate their attention and inner energy on the Zen Chakra or 

Dharma Chakra, therefore neorons at the fronto-central regions become more active to 

enhance the visual evoked potentials from primary visual cortex and the association 

area. Further study is underway to provide firm evidence. 

 

6.3 Spatial Focalization of Zen-Meditation Brain Based on 

EEG 

In chapter 4, we developed a scheme to investigate the spatiotemporal behavior 

of alpha power in Zen-meditation practitioners. Consistent increase of frontal alpha in 

the beginning of meditation can be recognized as the major distinction between 

meditation and relaxation. At this stage of meditation, according to meditators’ 

narration, they calmed down their mind and shut off their sensors to the outside 

stimuli by concentrating their attention on a specific chakra. Such inward attention 

conduct may result in the increase of frontal alpha (Aftanas and Golocheikine, 2001).  
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As meditation was underway, frontal alpha decreased notably that signified the 

possibility of consciousness transition to the state of awareness of the inner energy 

(Lo et al., 2003).  

While practitioners entered the deep meditation stage, they often perceived inner 

light and had the blissful feelings, with the sense of time and space fading away (Alex, 

2006). The frontal-alpha incidence increased in this state (about 17th ~ 25th minute). 

On the other hand, the attenuation of frontal alpha observed during last few minutes 

of meditation highly correlated with the fact that some practitioners returned to 

normal, attentive consciousness. Suppression of parietal alpha in both groups behaved 

quite the same.  Nerberg et al. reported that the decreasing parietal alpha in 

meditators was caused by the state of mind more imperceptible to the external 

stimulus (Nerberg et al., 2001). Come control subjects fell drowsiness in the later half 

of relaxation session, causing the dropout of alpha activities (Niedermeyer and Lopez 

da Silva, 1999). Although both groups revealed decreasing parietal alpha, the 

mechanisms of modulating alpha are quite different. 

To sum up, an important finding in this paper is the meditation states possibly 

inferred by alpha: mindful attention to reduce mental activities, transition to internal 

awareness, and “inner-light” perception, respectively, corresponding to the evolution 

of increasing  decreasing  increasing frontal alpha. 
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6.4 Investigation of visual perception under Zen 

Meditation based on alpha-dependent F-VEPs 

In chapter 5, we have reported an alternative strategy to investigate the effects of 

Zen-meditation on human brain. Alpha-dependent F-VEP analysis was suggested as a 

standardized and consistent scheme for investigating the event-related response 

dependency on oscillatory features of the meditation EEG. Without any access into the 

real system dynamics of the brain, scientific study requires manipulating the 

experiment under pre-specified conditions. Accordingly, alpha-dependent F-VEPs 

were collected under the consistent alpha-dominating background EEG that increased 

significantly during Zen meditation process. Based on the same scheme, the online 

α-detection algorithm could be modified for investigating the brain evoked response 

under given background EEG activity associated with other brain states, for example, 

theta- or beta-dominating background rhythms. 

Our study has shown a great difference in the amplitudes of F-VEPs between the 

experimental and control group. Apparently, the meditation process modulates the 

amplitudes of F-VEPs under frontal α-rhythm emergence, especially components 

P1-N2 and N2-P2. These three peaks P1, N2 and P2, emerge respectively at about 80, 

120 and 190 ms after photic stimulation. Moreover, such F-VEP amplitude variations 

for Zen-meditation practitioners were more consistent at the electrode locus Cz than at 
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Fz. Since subjects mostly focused on the Zen Chakra (the third ventricle) during Zen 

meditation, we thus infer that meditation focusing changes the brain dynamics and the 

sensory responses to the external stimulus. 

According to the literatures of visual function research, P1 component is 

generated from the major striate area, and N2 and P2 are generated from V4 which 

might be related to selective attention (Ducati et al., 1988) (Tsutsui, 1987; Skrandies, 

1995). The increase of F-VEP amplitude indicates that Zen meditation, differing from 

normal relaxation, may cause some effects on primary visual cortex, central cortex, 

and frontal cortex. The study may assist in further understanding the intrinsic 

mechanism of such evidence as improving efficiency of the concept learning and 

integrating the brain function via Zen-meditation that has been reported. 

 

6.5 Discussion 

In this dissertation, we investigated Zen meditation effects on cardiovascular 

system and CNS electrophysiological behaviors. BPW study demonstrates that 

meditation strengthened the elasticity and efficiency of blood vessels. According to 

the narrations of meditation practitioners, Qi energy circulates inside the body during 

meditation that may enhance blood circulation. This phenomenon “Qi leads blood” 

has been one of the major notions in traditional Chinese medicine since two thousand 
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years ago. Although the real mechanism of Qi is still unclear, our research has made a 

significant stride in the aspect of its physiological effect. 

According to F-VEP study, meditation mainly imposed the effect in the late 

phase (about 250 to 350 mesc) on occipital site as well as in the early phase (about 70 

to 150 msec) on central and frontal sites. Late phase of evoked potential was reported 

in neurophysiology to correlate to the visual pathway and cognition. According to the 

neurocognitive study, the late component at ~300 millisecond is normally larger while 

receiving an unexpected stimulus. In our results, F-VEP late components were smaller 

in meditation practitioners that might imply their lighter (more insensitive) response 

to the flash light. 

On the other hand, would the frontal alpha emerging during meditation influence 

the F-VEP amplitude? This issue has been preliminarily studied in chapter 5. 

According to Lazar et al.’s study, brain regions associated with attention, including 

prefrontal cortex, were thicker in meditation practitioners than controls (Lazar et al., 

2005). For this reason, emergence of alpha might imply the coherent resonance of 

cerebral neurons. As a result, deviation of neural activities would be smaller, leading 

to a larger response to the stimulus. This inference might provide a feasible 

interpretation for our observation of higher amplitude at the frontal sites during 

meditation.  
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6.6 Future work 

Research in meditation is still in its infancy. Human body is a delicate and 

magnificent ‘sensor’ capable of perceiving subtle effects produced by meditation, to 

such a scale that even scientific technology falls far behind. One of the most 

important issues concerns the access to actual knowledge of meditation state. At 

current stage, we mainly rely on post-recording interview. Sophisticated experimental 

protocol is required to gain access to meditation state without interfering with the 

meditation course. 

Microstate analysis provides a framework for relating the microscopic properties 

of small group of neurons to the macroscopic or bulk properties of larger cerebral 

region, therefore, explaining brain dynamics of Zen meditation in totally different and 

pioneering aspect at the microscopic level. Future research can be devoted to the 

analysis of Zen-meditation microstate.  
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Appendix 

 
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of a signal x  is calculated by passing it 

through a series of filters. First the samples are passed through a low pass filter with 
impulse response g resulting in a convolution of the two: 
 

[ ] ( )[ ] [ ] [ ]∑
∞

−∞=

−=∗=
k

kngkxngxny  

 

The signal is also decomposed simultaneously using a high-pass filter h. The 
outputs giving the detail coefficients (from the high-pass filter) and approximation 
coefficients (from the low-pass). The two filters are related to each other and they are 
known as a quadrature mirror filter. 

However, since half the frequencies of the signal have now been removed, half 
the samples can be discarded according to Nyquist’s rule. The filter outputs are then 
downsampled by 2: 

[ ] [ ] [ ]∑
∞

−∞=

−=
k

low kngkxny 2  

[ ] [ ] [ ]∑
∞

−∞=

−=
k

high knhkxny 2  
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Here is the schematic diagram with a real signal inserted into it. 

[ ]nyhigh  500 data points  

[ ]nx  
1000 data points 

 
 
 
 
 [ ]nylow  500 data points 
 
 
 
 

Fig. A-1: The scheme diagram of the low-pass and high-pass filter 
 

Here the output  is the high frequency DWT coefficients cD, and 

 is the low frequency DWT coefficients cA. The decomposition process can be 
iterated, with successive approximations being decomposed in turn, so that one signal 
is broken down into many lower resolution components. This is called the 

[ ]nyhigh

[ ]nylow

wavelet 
decomposition tree. Below is the wavelet decomposition tree we used in chapter 5. 
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Fig. A-2: The wavelet decomposition tree 
 
To calculate the power of each frequency band, we reconstruct the signal by 
assembling these coefficients back without any loss. Below is the process of 
decomposition and reconstruction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. A-3: The process of decomposition and reconstruction 
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The low- and high-pass decomposition filters (L and H), together with their 

associated reconstruction filters (L' and H'), form a system of what is called 
quadrature mirror filters. 
 

We pass the coefficient vector cA1 through the same process we used to 
reconstruct the original signal. However, instead of combining it with the level-one 
detail cD1, we feed in a vector of zeros in place of the detail coefficients vector: 
 H'

A1

cA1 

500 coeffcients 

 
0  

500 zeros  
 1000 samples 
 
 
 
 

Fig. A-4: The process of reconstructing the low frequency component 
L

 

The process yields a reconstructed approximation A1, which has the same length 
as the original signal S and which is a real approximation of it. 

Similarly, we can reconstruct the detail D1, using the analogous process: 
 H'

D1

 
cD1  

500 coefficients  
 1000 samples 
 

0 

500 zeros 
 
 
 

Fig. A-5: The process of reconstructing the high frequency component 
L

 
The reconstructed approximations and details are constituents of original signal. 

We utilize this method to reconstruct the level we are interested, and then calculate the 
power of it. 
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